Summer Term – Edition 5

At Hadley Wood, we have been working hard to
develop a whole-school ‘reading for pleasure’ culture.
‘Reading for pleasure’ simply means to enjoy reading a
book without the need to answer lots of questions,
explain your ideas with evidence or produce writing
related to it. We know that, of course, all of this is a
great part of learning, but it’s also incredibly important
to just get lost in a book!
Reading for pleasure is not only about reading novels
or story books either. Reading can be anything from
magazines, newspapers, comic books, graphic novels
and online blog posts.

We have bought a range of fiction, non-fiction and
graphic novels for the children to borrow and enjoy
from Reception to Year 6 (and some of the teachers
too)!
We endeavoured to create an inclusive and diverse
library that create confident, capable and caring
readers.
Mrs Michaelides has been hard at work producing
some wonderful displays based on some popular texts
from each year group. Currently, the library is used as
part of designated lesson library time so teachers can
check books in and out. However, we are looking
forward to providing additional library time with the
help of some library monitors during lunchtimes when
we have our library system up and running.
Reading for Pleasure in the Classroom

There are so many benefits to reading including:
improving wellbeing, strengthening vocabulary and
building empathy.

This special reading edition of the Hadley Wood
Voice is a way for us to show all of the wonderful
things we are doing at school to promote reading for
pleasure
The Library

The teachers have been working hard to embed a
reading for pleasure culture in their classrooms.
They create welcoming reading corners with displays
that celebrate reading and the books the children have
in their classrooms.
To create enthusiasm about books, Reception have a
weekly ‘secret story’ that they receive clues about
throughout the week until the exciting reveal where
they get to read it together.

Thanks to all of the children’s hard work with their
sponsored read, we have raised enough funds to
create a wonderful library space for the children to
enjoy.

Each week, Year 5 have a reader of the week who
gets to sit on the cosy chair in the book corner and
read their book as part of our reading for pleasure
time. There is a book of the week display too that has
a recommendation for the children from the adults in
the class.
Year 3 have been spending time reading to Year 1 as
‘reading buddies’. They spend time sharing and

enjoying stories every Friday. Some classes use
reading bookmarks for children to write a note about
why they liked the book, then it can be slotted inside
for someone else to find and enjoy.

Illustrated Stories of Dragons
Jenna, Y3

I like mythical stories so I picked ‘Illustrated Stories of
Dragons’. It has eight different short stories in the
book and each story has a dragon.

Recommended Reads by School Council

Some stories have evil dragons, some stories have
good dragons, and some even have people who turn
into dragons!
My favourite short story is ‘Four Dragons’ which is
about dragons giving villagers water when it is not
their job, so the emperor gets the mountain god to
trap the dragons
The story I am looking forward to reading next is
called the Crying Dragon.
If you like mythical creatures, especially dragons, you
will like this book!

Sam Wu is not Afraid of Ghosts
Ricardo, Y3

The Pictorial History of the 20th Century
By Yeshua, Y4

My favourite book is called ‘Sam Wu is not Afraid of
Ghosts’. It is a book about a boy who wants catch
ghosts because he wants to be like his favourite
character from a TV show called Space Man Jack.
He decides he needs a sidekick and wanted a lizard
but there weren’t any in the pet shop, so he gets a
snake! Even though he’s afraid of them!
I like the book because it is adventurous and about
things that I like, like space and animals. If people like
ghosts, they will like this book too.
It would be good for anyone in Year 3, 4 and 5. It is
really funny and has some pictures too.

This is a book about the 1900s and the main events
that happened. I like it because it includes some
details about some of our inspirational people from our
wall and our class names. It is good because it gives
us more information about how they lived and what
they did.
There are lots of pictures in it that help you learn more
about what happened. Also, the captions for the
pictures are detailed, like small paragraphs, so you can
fully understand what’s happening in the pictures.
This book would be great for people who are
interested in history in Year 4, 5 and 6. I know Year 6
would really enjoy the book because it has lots of
information about the main events in World War 1 and
World War 2 this could be bonus information to help
them with their schoolwork.

Varjak Paw

D-Day Dog

By Betta, Y4

By Harry, Y6

If you like adventure books, you will love ‘Varjak Paw’.
The book is about a cat called Varjak, that wants to
find a dog to help him save his family from some evil
people had his house.
Varjak’s breed do not spend a lot of time outside so it
is about him leaving the safety of his home to go and
find a dog to help save his family from some evil cats.
I like this book because there are lots of twists and
intense moments. Varjak has lots of adventures
outside his house and meets lots of interesting and
sometimes scary characters. It even has a few pictures
to help you visualise what is happening.
I think that confident readers from Year 3 will like it
and children from Years 4 and 5 would love it too.

This book is about a boy who is studying World War 2
at school and he has been learning about the guard
dogs. He went on a school trip to France to see all the
graves of the soldiers who died in the war. When he is
there he learns all about a soldier who parachuted into
France with his dog.
I would recommend it for people who are interested in
World War 2 it would only be appropriate for children
in Year 4, 5 or 6 because it is about war and has some
grown up themes.
I think children in Year 6 especially would like the book
as it is part of their topic.

The House with Chicken Legs
Aine, Y6

The Hogwarts Library- Fantastic Beasts and
Where to find them, The Tales of Beadle the
Bard and Quidditch through the Ages.
By Mano, Y6
The story is about a girl who is called Marinka, who
has a grandma called Baba Yaga and their job is to
give the dead one last celebration before they move to
the afterlife.

This series is great if you like Harry Potter. They are
extra books if you have already read the Harry Potter
books and would like to learn more about the
wizarding world.
My favourite of the three is the ‘Tales of Beadle the
Bard’. I like this because it is short stories, where the
others are more information texts.
I like the ‘Tale of the Three Brothers’ best because it
includes the Deathly Hallows from the seventh Harry
Potter book and tells us where they came from. The
books are all mentioned as part of the wizarding world
and the Tale of the Three Brothers is really important
to the plot of the last Harry Potter book. The other
books are helpful with helping you understand the
world in more detail.

They live in a Yaga house which has chicken legs, and
it moves around every week or so to a new location.
This makes it really hard for Marinka to make friends
and she becomes desperate for one.
I like this book because I like the idea of the house
being able to move and the characters are easy to
connect with. Marinka can be quite selfish but you also
understand why she is like that.
I would recommend this book for children who like
stories with adventure.
I think it would be suitable for children who are 9-11
years old because it touches on topics like death.

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas

Harry Potter

By Gracie, Y6

By Eva, Y2

The story is set in WW2 about the Nazis winning the
election. Bruno’s dad, who works for the Nazis, moves
his family to a new house, which is near a
concentration camp. One day, Bruno wanders off and
finds the fence of the camp and meets a boy in the
camp called Shmuel and they become friends through
the fence.
I would recommend this book to children in Year 5, 6
and 7 because it has some content that would not be
good for younger children. I think anyone would like
this book, not just people who are into history and
World War 2.
It’s quite emotional and it makes you cry in some
parts. It is a must read!

I like reading the Harry Potter books. Harry goes on a
train and meets a friend called Ron who has a rat.
They meet a girl called Hermione and they go to
Hogwarts together. Hogwarts is a school for witches
and wizards. At the school they have lots of
adventures and it is really exciting.
I like Harry Potter because it is adventurous, and you
get to find out about wizards and how they live. Some
parts are a little bit scary too.
You would like this book if you like adventure and
magic. It is not good for children in Reception and
Year 1 but anyone else can read it.

Brightstorm
By Elena, Y5

Beast Quest: The Golden Armour
By Deniz, Y2
Brightstorm is about two twins called Arthur and
Maudie Brightstorm who find out that their dad has
died during an expedition to the South Polaris. There
are some clues that lead them to believe he is still
alive so they go and investigate to see if they can find
the truth.
Beast Quest: The Golden Armour is about a demon
that has one eye that can turn people into statues.
The good guy is called Tom and he has golden
armour. He goes to try to defeat the demon. He can
freeze monsters with his golden armour- he teaches
them a lesson!
The book is fun to read and it gives me ideas to use in
my writing when I’m doing stories with monsters.
I think the stories are good for Year 2 and KS2 but
they would be too scary for Reception and Year 1.

I like this book because it has a lot of action and
mysterious moments. There are lots of cliff-hangers
and you don’t know what will happen next.
I recommend Brightstorm to anyone who likes
adventure and mystery books. I hope you love it as
much as I did!

The Alex Rider Series

Hadley Wood Staff’s Favourite Books

By Henry, Y5

Alex Rider is a thrilling and compelling book for people
who like adventure stories. Anthony Horowitz is a
great author, who can transform any book to be an
action-packed adventure novel. He also uses a great
range of vocabulary which is good to learn so you can
use it in your own work. Alex Rider always has you on
the edge of your seat thinking about what will happen
next. The vocabulary use of vocabulary causes there
to be tension in every sentence.
Overall, I think it is a really good book for people who
like books that are jam packed with excitement. I think
Antony Horowitz is a great author, who I would
recommend to the whole of Key Stage 2, but the Alex
Rider series is the best one that I’ve read yet.

Reading Spines

Each year group has a defined set of core texts.
This literature spine is intended to offer our children
a core bank of texts that ensures they experience a
range of high quality texts and authors during their
time at school. Teachers use these in a range of
ways, as whole class texts to share, as part of their
English writing lessons and in connection with our
topics. Children are also encouraged to read these
texts independently or share with parents at home.
The Literature Spine for all year groups can be
accessed via our the reading page on our website:
https://hadleywood.enfield.sch.uk/reading/

The team at Hadley Wood love to read and talk about
books with the children! Look at our favourite books.
How many have you read or would you like to read?
We recommend you try these ones:
Miss Hodgson
Mrs Ajeti
Miss Furze - Waddock
Mrs Cornes
Mrs Michaelides
Ms Burns
Mrs Bassili
Mrs Edwards
Mrs Louca
Miss Seaton
Mrs Egan
Mrs Albon
Mrs Lenzi
Mrs Bragoli
Miss Byrne
Mrs Aboin
Mrs Christophorou
Mrs Ladopouli
Mrs Shellard
Mr Barnes
Mr Taylor
Mr Jackson
Mrs Obika
Mrs Bertram
Mrs Jennings
Mrs Worby

Shhhh!
We’re Going on a Bear
Hunt
Little Red Riding Hood
One Snowy Night
The Twits
Dogger
The True Story of the
Three Little Pigs
The Gruffalo
Superworm
Giraffes Can’t Dance
The Twits
Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory
The World’s Worst
Teachers
Where the Wild Things
Are
When the Sky Falls
The Tiger that Came to
Tea
Kensuke’s Kingdom
The London Eye Mystery
Supertato
Anything by Roald Dahl!
Horrid Henry
Tom Sawyer
Wonder and Hair Love
Room on the Broom
Skellig
A Monster Calls

